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As described in this chapter, a recent study described how healing of diabetic foot ulcers (DFUs) may “stall” due to a blunted immune response at the wound. The protein FOXM1 was known to promote the replication and survival of key immune cells involved in wound healing. Researchers found that levels of FOXM1 were reduced in human DFUs compared to levels in 3-day old acute wounds, both oral or non-oral skin wounds. This difference can be seen in the above microscopy image, where FOXM1 protein is indicated in green and keratin (a protein marking epithelial cells in oral, non-oral, and DFU skin) is indicated in red. Additional experiments in mice (not shown) confirmed that inhibiting FOXM1 reduced the wound-healing immune response and delayed wound closure. These results suggest that slow or delayed healing of DFUs could be due to reduced FOXM1 activity, a finding which opens new avenues to diagnose and treat these wounds.
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Diabetes, Endocrinology, and Metabolic Diseases

NIDDK support of basic, translational, and clinical research in the areas of diabetes, endocrinology, and metabolic diseases spans a vast and diverse range of diseases and conditions, including diabetes, osteoporosis, cystic fibrosis, and obesity. Together, these diseases and conditions affect many millions of Americans and can profoundly decrease quality of life. Many of these diseases are complex—an interplay between genetic and environmental factors contributes to disease development.

Diabetes is a debilitating disease that affects an estimated 34.2 million people in the United States—or 10.5 percent of the total population—and is the seventh leading cause of death.1 Although overall rates of diabetes-related complications have declined substantially in recent years, disease burden remains significant as the number of people with diabetes is still very high.2 Diabetes can affect many parts of the body and is associated with serious complications, such as heart disease and stroke, blindness, kidney failure, and lower-limb amputation. In addition to these human costs, the estimated total financial cost for diagnosed diabetes in the United States in 2017—including costs of medical care, disability, and premature death—was $327 billion.3 Effective therapy can prevent or delay diabetic complications, but more than one-fifth of U.S. adults with diabetes are undiagnosed and therefore not receiving therapy.1

Diabetes affects an estimated 34.2 million people in the United States—or just over 1 in every 10 people.1 Another 88 million U.S. adults have “prediabetes,” which puts them at elevated risk of developing type 2 diabetes.1 The estimated total financial cost for diagnosed diabetes in the United States in 2017 was $327 billion.3

Diabetes is characterized by the body’s inability to produce and/or respond appropriately to insulin, a hormone that is necessary for the body to absorb and use glucose (sugar) as a cellular fuel. These defects result in persistent elevation of blood glucose levels and other metabolic abnormalities, which in turn lead to the development of disease complications. The most common forms of diabetes are type 1 diabetes, in which the body loses its ability to produce insulin, and type 2 diabetes, in which the body becomes resistant to insulin, with subsequent impaired insulin production. In addition, a significant proportion of pregnant women each year are diagnosed with gestational diabetes, a form of diabetes that develops during pregnancy, but in many cases resolves after pregnancy. However, women who develop gestational diabetes are at greater risk of developing type 2 diabetes later in life. Untreated, any form of diabetes during pregnancy increases the risk of serious complications for the mother and baby before, during, and after delivery. There are also rarer forms of diabetes associated with specific genes such as those known as monogenic diabetes.

In addition to increasing the risk for complications of vision loss, kidney failure, and amputation, diabetes doubles the risk for heart disease, many forms of cancer, some forms of dementia, hearing loss, erectile dysfunction, urinary incontinence, and many other common diseases.2

Type 1 diabetes affects approximately 5 percent of adults diagnosed with diabetes and the majority of children and youth diagnosed with diabetes.\(^1\) It most often develops during childhood but may appear at any age. Type 1 diabetes is an autoimmune disease in which the immune system launches a misguided attack and destroys the insulin-producing β (beta) cells of the pancreas. Thus, people with type 1 diabetes require lifelong insulin administration—in the form of multiple daily injections or via an insulin pump—to regulate their blood glucose levels.

The NIDDK’s landmark Diabetes Control and Complications Trial (DCCT)/Epidemiology of Diabetes Interventions and Complications (EDIC) study demonstrated that keeping blood glucose levels as near to normal as safely possible reduced the risk of eye, kidney, nerve, and heart complications associated with type 1 diabetes. These results underscore the importance of pursuing research to develop novel technologies to help people with type 1 diabetes manage their blood glucose levels with less burden, including new methods to improve blood glucose monitoring and insulin delivery. In this regard, NIDDK-supported research has contributed to the development or testing of new U.S. Food and Drug Administration-approved diabetes management technologies, including artificial pancreas devices that automatically link glucose monitoring and insulin delivery. Researchers are also working to further develop and enhance β cell replacement therapies, such as islet transplantation, to cure type 1 diabetes.

Previously called “adult onset” diabetes because it is predominantly diagnosed in older individuals, type 2 diabetes is increasingly being diagnosed in children and adolescents, and disproportionately affects youth from racial and ethnic minority populations in the United States. Results from NIDDK-supported research has shown that type 2 diabetes may be more aggressive and difficult to treat in youth compared to adults. This is worrisome because those with early disease onset are at especially high risk for developing complications. In people with type 2 diabetes, cells in muscle, fat, and liver tissue do not properly respond to insulin. As a result, the pancreas initially produces more insulin to compensate. Gradually, however, the pancreatic β cells lose their ability to secrete enough insulin to restore balance, and the reduction of insulin secretion, relative to the body’s needs, results in elevated and abnormal blood glucose levels. Treatment approaches for managing glucose levels include lifestyle modification (i.e., diet and exercise), and oral and injected medications, with insulin often required as the disease progresses.

In people with type 2 diabetes, cells in muscle, fat, and liver tissue do not properly respond to insulin. As a result, the pancreas initially produces more insulin to compensate. Gradually, however, the pancreatic β cells lose their ability to secrete enough insulin to restore balance, and the reduction of insulin secretion, relative to the body’s needs, results in elevated and abnormal blood glucose levels. Treatment approaches for managing glucose levels include lifestyle modification (i.e., diet and exercise), and oral and injected medications, with insulin often required as the disease progresses. There are also an estimated 88 million U.S. adults who have “prediabetes,” in which blood glucose levels are higher than normal but not as high as in diabetes.\(^1\) This population is at elevated risk of developing type 2 diabetes. Fortunately, the NIDDK-supported Diabetes Prevention Program (DPP) clinical trial has shown that people with prediabetes who make lifestyle changes to lose weight by adopting a healthy diet and increasing physical activity can dramatically reduce their risk of developing type 2 diabetes. To a more limited degree, the safe and well-tolerated drug metformin can also help prevent or delay type 2 diabetes.

addition, increasing rates of type 2 diabetes in girls may lead to more women who enter pregnancy with diabetes, and maternal diabetes during pregnancy—either onset of type 2 diabetes before pregnancy or the development of gestational diabetes during pregnancy—confers an increased risk of type 2 diabetes in offspring. Thus, the rising rates of diabetes and prediabetes in young women could contribute to a cycle of ever-growing rates of diabetes, in addition to increasing risks for pregnancy complications. The advent of type 2 diabetes in youth has the potential to worsen the enormous health burden that diabetes already places on the United States.

The most common forms of diabetes, type 1 and type 2, are associated with variations in multiple genes. Some rare forms of diabetes, called monogenic diabetes, result from mutations in a single gene. Neonatal diabetes mellitus (NDM) and maturity-onset diabetes of the young (MODY) are the two main forms of monogenic diabetes. Many cases of monogenic diabetes may be incorrectly diagnosed, which may complicate management. For example, when high blood glucose is first detected, type 1 or type 2 diabetes may be considered the diagnosis instead of monogenic diabetes. A correct diagnosis allows for proper treatment and can lead to better glucose control and improved health. There are also unusual forms of diabetes that differ from known types, called “atypical diabetes.” People with atypical diabetes may be diagnosed with and treated for type 1 or type 2 diabetes, but not have a history or signs consistent with their diagnosis. In addition, individuals may have a condition called latent autoimmune diabetes in adults (LADA). Finally, more recently, an additional type of diabetes, referred to as type 3c, has been described that is associated with disease or deficiency of the exocrine pancreas, as may occur with pancreatitis. It is critical to discover and define rare and atypical forms of diabetes, which could lead to better diagnoses, improved treatments, and potential prevention of these diseases.

The NIDDK is supporting research to better understand metabolism and the mechanisms that lead to the development and progression of diabetes and the many other endocrine and metabolic diseases within its mission; such research ultimately will spur the design of potential new intervention strategies. In parallel, based on knowledge from past scientific research investments, the NIDDK is vigorously pursuing studies of prevention and treatment approaches for these diseases.

Highlights of recent advances from NIDDK-supported research on diabetes, endocrinology, and metabolic diseases are provided in this chapter.

RESEARCH ON TYPE 1 DIABETES

Testing a Next-generation Artificial Pancreas Device for Managing Type 1 Diabetes: A clinical trial showed that a next-generation artificial pancreas device outperformed a commercially available first-generation device in adolescents and young adults with type 1 diabetes by increasing time that participants’ blood glucose (sugar) levels were in a healthy range without increasing episodes of dangerously low blood glucose (hypoglycemia). These results are important because glucose management is extremely challenging during adolescence and young adulthood. Artificial pancreas technology, or a closed-loop system, aims to automate type 1 diabetes management by measuring blood glucose levels using a continuous glucose monitor and automatically delivering insulin when needed using an insulin pump. In 2016, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration approved Medtronic’s MiniMed™ 670G as the first commercially available closed-loop system in the United States. However, research on real-world use of the 670G device shows a high discontinuation rate, especially in adolescents and young adults, suggesting that improvements are needed. In a recent clinical trial, researchers compared a next-generation, experimental closed-loop device from the same company with the 670G system. The experimental device had improvements such as advanced computer algorithms that control insulin delivery and easier operation.

The trial enrolled 113 female and male adolescents and young adults, ages 14 to 29 years, with type 1 diabetes. Participants were randomly assigned to use either the experimental device or the commercial 670G device for 12 weeks, and then were switched to the other device for 12 more weeks. The results showed that the experimental device improved the amount of time that participants’ blood glucose levels were in a healthy target range, both during the daytime hours and during the entire 24-hour day and night period, without increased episodes of hypoglycemia. The improvements translated to about 1 hour more per day in the target glucose range than achieved when using the 670G device. Participants also reported greater user satisfaction with the experimental device compared to the commercial device.

These trial results showed that the next-generation device outperformed the 670G device and was also more user-friendly. Identifying new and improved type 1 diabetes management technologies—particularly for groups for whom glucose management is challenging—could help people achieve recommended
blood glucose levels with less burden, toward improving their short- and long-term health.


Clinical trial results showed that a next-generation artificial pancreas device outperformed a commercially available device in helping adolescents and young adults with type 1 diabetes keep their blood glucose levels in a healthy range.

Large Study Sheds New Light on the Complex Type 1 Diabetes Genetics Landscape and Potential Drug Targets: Conducting the largest and most ancestrally diverse study of type 1 diabetes genetics thus far, researchers have identified new regions of the genome associated with the disease and potential drug targets. In recent years, there has been tremendous research progress in understanding genetic contributors to type 1 diabetes, an autoimmune disease in which the insulin-producing cells in the pancreas are destroyed by the immune system. However, most studies have only included people of European ancestry. Less is known about genetic risk for type 1 diabetes in people with other ancestries, who are experiencing increasing rates of the disease. Additionally, little is known about how genetic variants associated with type 1 diabetes cause disease. This information has implications for understanding the disease process and developing future strategies to prevent or treat type 1 diabetes.

In new research, scientists analyzed genetic contributors to type 1 diabetes by studying over 61,000 participants (with and without the disease), including individuals from diverse ancestries. This approach led to the identification of 36 new gene regions associated with type 1 diabetes, some of which are also associated with other autoimmune diseases. Additionally, the scientists did "fine mapping" studies to pinpoint the specific disease-causing variants in genetic regions previously associated with type 1 diabetes, toward elucidating the role these variants may play in the disease process. In another set of experiments, they used their genetic association results with data about other autoimmune diseases to identify 12 genes that could potentially be drug targets for type 1 diabetes. Drugs targeting these genes (by affecting the proteins the genes encode) have been studied in clinical trials for other autoimmune diseases, suggesting they could be repurposed for type 1 diabetes. Some of the targets are already being studied in type 1 diabetes clinical trials of various therapies, but others could potentially be explored in future trials to prevent type 1 diabetes.

This large research study with a diverse population has provided important knowledge about the complex type 1 diabetes genetics landscape, revealing new genetic regions associated with the disease, shedding light on how some genetic variants may influence disease, and identifying potential drug targets. Understanding what genes play a role in type 1 diabetes, and what role they play, paves the way to identify new targets to prevent or treat this autoimmune disease.


RESEARCH ON TYPE 2 DIABETES

Determining What Prediabetes Means in Older Adults: Recent research suggests that we need better ways to assess the risk of future type 2 diabetes in older adults. People with blood glucose (sugar) levels higher than normal but lower than the levels used to define diabetes are said to have "prediabetes," because they are known to be at increased risk for the disease. Fortunately for those at high risk, the landmark, NIDDK-led Diabetes Prevention Program (DPP) clinical trial demonstrated that type 2 diabetes can often be prevented or delayed through diet and exercise changes designed to yield modest weight loss. This DPP lifestyle intervention was particularly effective in older DPP participants, and the infrastructure to provide a group-based adaptation of the approach has increased nationally in recent years. Targeting those programs to people most likely to benefit from them depends on knowing who has a high likelihood of developing diabetes. There are standard definitions for prediabetes using different measurements that work fairly well for individuals who are middle aged or younger, but less is known about how well they predict the development of type 2 diabetes among older individuals.

Researchers therefore studied a 3,412-person group of volunteers without diabetes (60 percent female; 17
percent Black; 83 percent White) who had an average age of about 75. The study tested different diagnostic criteria for prediabetes to compare how well they worked in older adults: using “HbA1c” levels; using fasting glucose levels; using either HbA1c or fasting glucose levels; or requiring the criteria for both measures to be met. The proportion of participants diagnosed with prediabetes differed greatly depending on which criteria were applied: 29 percent if using both HbA1c and fasting glucose, 44 percent based on HbA1c levels alone, 59 percent using fasting glucose levels alone, and 73 percent according to at least one of the two measures. As expected, a higher proportion of the individuals meeting one or more criteria for prediabetes developed type 2 diabetes than those who did not have prediabetes at the outset. However, for each of the individual prediabetes definitions, more of the volunteers saw their glucose or HbA1c levels improve to the normal range than progress to the diabetes range. Further, those considered to have prediabetes were also less likely to develop type 2 diabetes than they were to die of any cause. Taken together, these findings suggest the need for a better test to identify future diabetes risk in people over age 70.


Young People with Type 2 Diabetes Are at High Risk for Having Complications in the Prime of Their Lives: People with type 2 diabetes diagnosed during youth have a high risk of developing complications at early ages and are more likely than adults with the disease to develop multiple complications within 15 years after diagnosis. These findings are from a follow-up study of the Treatment Options for Type 2 Diabetes in Adolescents and Youth (TODAY) clinical trial, which tested 3 therapeutic strategies in participants between 10 and 17 years old.

The original study produced sobering results, showing that type 2 diabetes is harder to treat and worsens more rapidly in young people than in adults. In view of these findings, researchers recognized that it was important to learn more about the clinical course of pediatric type 2 diabetes, so they invited the TODAY participants to continue in a follow-up study dubbed TODAY2. As in the original study, the more than 500 participants who agreed to continue were predominantly from minority groups disproportionately affected by type 2 diabetes: 38 percent were Hispanic, and 36 percent were non-Hispanic Black, while less than 20 percent were non-Hispanic White. TODAY2 revealed that serious complications of diabetes arose more quickly among the study participants than would be expected in adults with the disease or in young people with type 1 diabetes: within 15 years of their initial diagnosis, at least 60 percent of the participants in the original TODAY study had one or more serious diabetic complications, such as kidney disease, peripheral nerve damage, or eye disease, and at least 28 percent had two or more. Participants of minority racial and ethnic groups and those whose levels of HbA1c—a measure of blood glucose (sugar) levels over time—were comparatively high during the follow-up period were more likely than other participants to develop one or more complications. These results reveal that children and teens who develop type 2 diabetes may potentially face burdensome complications of the disease for the entirety of their adult lives. Because approved methods for treating pediatric type 2 diabetes are frequently ineffective, the results also underscore the critical need to identify better therapies for those who have the disease, as well as better prevention strategies for those at risk.


Youth with type 2 diabetes are likely to experience serious complications of the disease by the time they are young adults.

Treatment for Teenagers with Type 2 Diabetes Can Help Keep the Disease from Getting Worse: Although a recent study did not identify a means to partially reverse pediatric type 2 diabetes and restore health, new results show that the interventions tested were helping to keep the disease from getting worse. Research in adults with recent-onset type 2 diabetes has shown that in some cases, early, aggressive treatment can partially restore the capacity of the pancreas to secrete insulin to control blood glucose (sugar) levels. Because type 2 diabetes tends to progress more rapidly when it occurs in young people, the Restoring Insulin Secretion (RISE) Pediatric Medication Study sought to determine whether early treatment similarly could improve natural blood glucose control in youth aged 10 to 19 years who either recently developed type 2 diabetes or who had elevated glucose levels close to that of diabetes. The original study tested whether treating youth with a long-acting form of insulin for 3 months followed by use...
of the oral diabetes medication metformin for 9 months was more effective than simply using metformin for 12 months. Unfortunately, neither treatment approach succeeded in improving natural insulin secretion by the pancreas for blood glucose control: on average, the participants’ blood glucose levels neither improved nor declined significantly during treatment. In follow-up, the researchers sought to determine whether the year of treatment was sufficient to stabilize blood glucose levels or whether longer-term medication may be needed. Thus, they continued measuring blood glucose levels for 9 months after the conclusion of the treatment phase. They found that type 2 diabetes progressed significantly more rapidly once the study participants stopped taking medication. These results suggest that it is valuable for young people with type 2 diabetes to use insulin or metformin to control their blood glucose levels until better, more durable means of treating pediatric diabetes are identified.


Improving Type 2 Diabetes Self-care by Focusing on Friends and Family: Researchers have found that type 2 diabetes self-care may be improved by addressing the role of family and friends. Effective treatment of diabetes requires a long-term effort by the individual to take medications correctly and on time, and to manage diet and physical activity in a health-promoting way. Family and friends can be powerful allies in facing these challenges, but they can also have negative effects, such as by encouraging unhealthy meal choices or discouraging exercise. In a study of about 500 female and male adults with type 2 diabetes, researchers were investigating whether an intervention called REACH, which involves sending individualized text messages about type 2 diabetes self-care to participants’ mobile phones, could improve diabetes self-care behaviors. A large percentage of the study participants were from racial and ethnic minority populations, and many had low income and were underserved. Half of the participants were assigned to the REACH group, and half received standard care (the control group). This study demonstrated that REACH resulted in short-term improvements to medication adherence and blood glucose control.

In an ancillary study, researchers further divided the REACH group into two groups, one of which continued in the original REACH program. The other, designated REACH+FAMS, received one-on-one coaching to help them set self-care goals along with suggestions for ways both to achieve more helpful support from friends and family and to reduce harmful interactions. This group also received individualized text messaging support related to the goals established in the coaching sessions, so their text messages were different from those sent to the REACH-only group. The REACH+FAMS participants also were invited to nominate a friend or family member to serve as an ally in their diabetes self-care; this part of the intervention was optional, and as such, only 42 percent of the REACH+FAMS group had allies involved in the study who received text messages designed to help the study participant achieve self-care goals. After 6 months, the REACH+FAMS participants had improved family/friend involvement in their self-care, did better in some measures of self-care, and had a better diet, on average, than participants in either the control or the REACH-only groups, although there were no statistically significant differences in exercise between the three groups. These results suggest that coaching and mobile technology might be valuable for helping people with type 2 diabetes take better care of themselves and adopt a better diet by improving interactions with family and friends.


Multi-ethnic Genetic Study Greatly Expands Knowledge About Regulation of Glucose Levels: A new analysis of six genetic data sets from people in different parts of the world has yielded a wealth of discoveries about the wide array of genes affecting control of glucose (sugar) levels in human beings. The study of more than 280,000 people, 30 percent of whom had non-European heritage and none of whom had diabetes, looked at whether genetic variations across the genome were associated with 4 different measures of glucose control or insulin levels. In this way, the researchers identified 99 more regions of the genome affecting glucose levels than had been known previously, 24 of which could not have been identified by simply enlarging the European data set to match the size of the multi-ethnic collection. Data from other studies conducted about the same time show that 27 of the 99 regions are linked to type 2 diabetes risk in East Asian and trans-ancestry studies; it remains to be determined whether the remaining 72 gene regions affect the risk
of diabetes or simply contribute to normal variation in glucose levels among people without diabetes. Because these regions of the genome are large enough to contain multiple genes, the researchers sought to narrow these down to identify the most likely genes affecting glucose levels. Importantly, including genetic data from varied groups was instrumental in helping identify potential candidate genes within the genetic regions. Among the other key findings of the study, 80 percent of the glucose-level affecting genetic variations were found in most or all of the lineages, suggesting significant commonality in the genetics of blood glucose control. However, genetic risk scores for type 2 diabetes that had been previously developed based primarily on research with people of European descent proved significantly less predictive in other populations, demonstrating another key reason for studying the biology of glucose control in people with a wide array of differing ancestries, an approach that also may accelerate the search for new and better ways to treat or prevent the disease.


A large study of people with different ancestries has yielded a wealth of discoveries about the genes affecting blood glucose (sugar) levels.

**Protein Identified That Governs Adaptive Increase in Beta Cell Production and Function in Obesity:**
Researchers studying insulin-producing β (beta) cells in a mouse model have identified a protein involved in increasing β cell numbers in mice with obesity. This finding, discovered by a team led by scientists in the NIDDK’s Intramural Research Program, may open new avenues for treatment of type 2 diabetes, a disease associated with obesity. People with obesity and type 2 diabetes often have insulin resistance, a condition where tissues do not respond to insulin normally. To try to compensate for insulin resistance, the body often triggers an increase in β cell production that can delay or even prevent diabetes by increasing insulin levels. However, our understanding of the underlying cellular signals that trigger this adaptive increase in β cell numbers has been limited.

To further examine how β cells are regulated in obesity, researchers investigated the protein β-arrestin-1.

β-arrestin-1 is part of the signaling machinery in many cells, including β cells, and was previously implicated in β cell activity. To explore the role of β-arrestin-1 in obesity, researchers generated male mice lacking β-arrestin-1 in their β cells. Both these mice and a group of normal mice were fed a high-fat diet so they would gain excess weight, and the mice’s β cells were then compared. The scientists found that β-arrestin-1 was required for the increased β cell numbers seen in obesity. Mice without β-arrestin-1 in their β cells also had poorer metabolic health than normal mice of similar weight fed a similar diet. In comparison, obese mice with more β-arrestin-1 than usual in their β cells had better metabolic health than similar mice with normal levels of β-arrestin-1. Further investigations into how β-arrestin-1 was causing these differences revealed that a lack of β-arrestin-1 reduced production of the protein Pdx1, which regulates β cell function and overall β cell numbers. Similar poor outcomes on metabolic health and Pdx1 levels were also seen when β-arrestin-1 levels were reduced in human β cell lines in the laboratory.

Further research would be required to determine if β-arrestin-1 plays a similar adaptive role in people (both males and females) who have obesity and/or type 2 diabetes. If so, therapies to increase β-arrestin-1 activity might increase β cell numbers and thus might help treat or prevent diabetes.


**RESEARCH ON DIABETES COMPLICATIONS**

**Alterations in Brain Structures in Type 1 Diabetes:** In a study of people who have had type 1 diabetes for many years, researchers found structural alterations in regions of the brain involved in cognition and voluntary muscle movement—results that provide much-needed new insights into how the disease affects the brain. In type 1 diabetes, the complications to organs such as the heart, kidney, and central nervous system are associated with elevated blood glucose (sugar) levels and episodes of low blood glucose levels. Although the risk of impairment to the central nervous system in type 1 diabetes is not completely understood, several studies have reported subtle differences in cognitive ability between people with and without the disease.

To address the question of how type 1 diabetes may affect brain structure, the researchers analyzed magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) brain scans of 61 women and men with long-duration (average of 21 years) disease compared to a control group of 54 women and men of similar ages who did not have type 1 diabetes. They found significant structural differences in several brain regions (e.g., striatum, thalamus, and mesial temporal cortex) between those with the disease and the control group. These brain regions are largely associated with cognition and motor functions. The findings of this study identify structural brain alterations in people with long-duration type 1 diabetes. Future studies could assess whether such changes in the brain correlate with differences in cognition, or other functions, and pave the way toward a longer-term goal of identifying ways to intervene and protect the brain.


Risk Factors Associated with Cognitive Decline in Older People with Type 1 Diabetes: Researchers identified risk factors that contribute to cognitive decline in people with type 1 diabetes as they age—findings that could inform strategies to preserve cognitive function over the lifespan. Because multiple avenues of research have demonstrated the importance of controlling blood glucose (sugar) levels and led to the development of improved diabetes management technologies, people with type 1 diabetes are living healthier and longer lives. In further research to help people maintain good health as they age, scientists sought to determine whether type 1 diabetes affected the cognitive decline that is seen as people age, as well as to identify risk factors associated with cognitive decline. Understanding any loss of cognitive function is important to ensuring that high quality of life and diabetes self-management can be maintained as people with type 1 diabetes age.

The NIDDK’s Epidemiology of Diabetes Interventions and Complications (EDIC) study has followed over 1,000 participants from the landmark Diabetes Control and Complications Trial (DCCT) for over 30 years from a median age of 27. As part of the follow up, participants completed cognitive assessments at the start of the DCCT and 2, 5, 18, and 32 years later (median age of 59), as well as other assessments. Overall, the researchers found that, as the group aged, they performed less well on assessments of memory and psychomotor and mental efficiency. These cognitive declines were associated with higher hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c) levels (a measure of blood glucose levels over time), more episodes of severe hypoglycemia (dangerously low blood glucose levels), and elevated systolic blood pressure levels. When combined, the presence of these three risk factors was associated with a cognitive decline equivalent to an additional 9 years of age, suggesting premature aging.

Participants who maintained better control of these risk factors, however, showed fewer changes in cognition. Lower average HbA1c, fewer episodes of severe hypoglycemia, and lower blood pressure were each associated with better performance on the cognitive assessments, suggesting that blood glucose control and blood pressure management could help to preserve cognitive function in people with type 1 diabetes as they age. These results add to the wealth of information that has come from the DCCT/EDIC demonstrating the long-term health benefits of maintaining blood glucose levels as close to those of a person without diabetes as safely possible.

Research findings suggest that blood glucose (sugar) control and blood pressure management might preserve cognitive function in people with type 1 diabetes as they age.


New Analysis of Diabetic Foot Ulcers Reveals Reduced Activation of Wound-healing Immune Response: New research has revealed how diabetic foot ulcers (DFUs) may “stall” in their healing due to a blunted immune response at the wound. These findings may open new avenues for preventing or treating DFUs, a devastating complication of diabetes that can lead to lower limb amputation.

Little is known about how diabetes affects the skin or why some DFUs heal slowly or not at all. To better understand the various factors at work in DFUs, researchers compared the tissue samples collected from 21 individuals with diabetes, including DFUs, to wounded skin from people without diabetes. Scientists compared the genes active in these skin samples and identified several key differences between DFUs and wounded skin from people without diabetes. In general, they found that key molecular players in the immune response necessary for wound healing were dysregulated.
in DFUs. In wounded skin from people without diabetes, there was increased activity of a network of genes responsible for recruitment, activation, replication, and survival of immune cells, but the same gene activity was markedly reduced in DFUs. This difference could be responsible for the decreased ability of certain immune cell types to replicate or survive at DFU wound sites, thus reducing their effectiveness during healing. In particular, the activity of the gene encoding the FOXM1 protein, which promotes the replication and survival of key immune cells involved in wound healing, was reduced in DFUs. Further experiments involving FOXM1 in male and female diabetic mouse models confirmed that inhibiting this protein reduced the immune response in wound healing and delayed wound closure, similar to what was found in patients with DFUs.

These results support the idea that DFUs are "stalled" wounds, where the immune system is not stimulated to the level needed to close the wound promptly. This study used samples from a limited number of participants, so further experiments will be needed to confirm that these findings are applicable to a larger number of DFUs. Nonetheless, this new knowledge about immune system activation in normal and chronically unhealing wounds has provided clues as to why some DFUs heal slowly or not at all. Because these findings also shed light on underlying pathways involved in this process, such as the identification of a key role for FOXM1, they also suggest possible new targets for ways to treat and predict healing in DFUs.

This study exemplifies a team science approach that was conducted as an ancillary study of the recently formed NIDDK Diabetic Foot Consortium (see feature later in this chapter) and funded, in part, by the NIH Bench-to-Bedside and Back Program. The goals of the NIH Bench-to-Bedside and Back Program are (1) to fund research teams seeking to translate basic scientific findings into therapeutic interventions for patients, and (2) to increase understanding of important disease processes by addressing barriers, such as the traditional silos between basic and clinical researchers in biomedical research, which can hinder progress toward finding new therapeutics for patients in need.


**New research reveals how healing of diabetic foot ulcers may be impaired by a reduced immune response at the wound.**

**METABOLIC REGULATORS OF HEALTH AND DISEASE**

**Selective Fat-cell Elimination in Mice Leads to a Profound Increase in Bone Mass:** By studying how fat cells in the bone marrow of mice affect bone growth, researchers have discovered potential therapeutic targets that may profoundly increase bone mass to prevent or restore bone loss. Osteoporosis, a bone disease that occurs when the body loses bone mass, is endemic in Western and Asian societies and predisposes older adults to weak bones, fractures, and premature mortality. Recent evidence that fat-cell depletion can trigger bone growth hints at the potential for new osteoporosis therapeutic strategies.

In the current study, researchers generated male and female mice in which administering a chemical could eliminate fat cells, including in bone marrow, which contains fat cells, and in other body fat tissue. They found that within 10 days of being given the chemical, bone growth increased 10-fold in mice without fat cells compared to mice with intact fat cells. New bone mass was markedly increased in older mice but to a lesser extent in young mice, and the new bone had enhanced strength and function compared to bones of mice with normal fat distribution. Moreover, researchers found that while removing the ovaries of normal female mice results in osteoporosis, those in the group that received the chemical and lacked fat cells were protected from bone loss. The researchers next investigated whether the bone growth was caused by depletion of fat cells in bone marrow or in other body fat tissues, in part by seeing whether the effects changed if they restored some fat tissue. When fat tissue from normal mice was transplanted under the skin of mice lacking fat, there was no effect on bone growth. This and other experiments suggested that bone formation is specifically inhibited by fat cells in the bone marrow, rather than by fat in other tissues. Further analysis indicated that marrow fat cells might be tamping down a signaling pathway previously associated with bone growth, providing potential therapeutic targets that may be considered to treat osteoporosis in humans. Because chronic activation of this pathway can lead to excessive growth of several other cell types, the use of...
this strategy for treating bone disease may result in yet unknown effects that may present roadblocks. Moreover, further research is needed to determine if bone growth in humans is similarly affected by marrow fat cells and, if so, to identify strategies for stimulating bone growth that may one day improve treatment or prevention of osteoporosis.


Individual Genetic Variations in Fat and Liver Cells Predict Adverse Drug Response: Researchers have uncovered cell-type specific and individual-specific genetic variations that predispose people to adverse metabolic side effects of commonly prescribed steroid hormones called glucocorticoids. Glucocorticoids are widely used as anti-inflammatory drugs to treat a variety of health problems including rheumatoid arthritis and inflammatory bowel disease. Moreover, the powerful glucocorticoid dexamethasone is now widely used to treat people with advanced COVID-19. However, the long-term use of glucocorticoids often can have severe side effects such as weight gain and elevated blood glucose (sugar) and lipid (fat) levels, since they play an important role in regulating metabolism. Thus, identifying ways to determine who is likely to experience adverse metabolic side effects could help guide and personalize therapy decisions.

In this study, researchers examined changes in gene activity, or gene “expression,” after treating cells in the laboratory with dexamethasone. They studied fat cells and liver cells—two cell types responsible for many of the negative metabolic effects of glucocorticoids. The fat cells used in the experiments were generated from fat tissue samples from eight healthy females undergoing elective abdominal surgery. To generate liver cells, researchers first derived stem cells from blood donated by 11 healthy males and females, and then induced the stem cells to become liver cells. The researchers found a high degree of variation in the number of dexamethasone-regulated genes between fat cells and liver cells, as well as variation between different individuals. It is known that glucocorticoids regulate gene expression by binding to and activating the glucocorticoid “receptor”—a protein that binds to DNA and regulates the activity of genes. Thus, the researchers examined the individual-specific and cell-type-specific variation in glucocorticoid receptor binding sites on DNA to assess whether that could explain the observed variation in gene expression. Indeed, a high degree of variability was observed in the number and strength of receptor binding sites between individuals and between cell types in response to glucocorticoid treatment. This variation in receptor binding could be traced to single genetic mutations that alter receptor binding and regulation of genes by glucocorticoid drugs.

Remarkably, when they examined people undergoing glucocorticoid therapy for different conditions, they found that these genetic variants could predict a person’s likelihood of adverse metabolic effects such as increases in blood glucose, lipids, and weight.

These findings provide new insight into the genetic variants that predispose people to metabolic side effects and pave the way for a future personalized-medicine approach to the clinical use of glucocorticoid therapeutics.


Researchers have uncovered genetic variations that predispose people to adverse metabolic side effects of commonly prescribed steroid hormones called glucocorticoids.
Toward Precision Medicine in Diabetes Treatment: Anniversary Symposium Brings Together Research Leaders to Propel Progress

The year 2021 marked the 100th anniversary of the discovery of the hormone insulin at the University of Toronto—a lifesaving discovery for people with type 1 diabetes. To commemorate this anniversary and global advances in diabetes research over the last 100 years, the NIDDK and the Canadian Institutes of Health Research’s Institute of Nutrition, Metabolism and Diabetes partnered to host a virtual symposium titled, “Heterogeneity of Diabetes: Beta Cells, Phenotypes, and Precision Medicine.” The 2-day symposium brought together leaders in diabetes research for thought-provoking presentations and insightful discussions about opportunities and challenges in diabetes research.

Although diabetes has been traditionally classified as either type 1 or type 2, other subtypes of diabetes have been characterized and are now recognized. An even greater range of unrecognized subtypes likely exists, given the considerable variation in the development and clinical presentation of diabetes. Understanding this heterogeneity and providing a better understanding of the pathophysiology is the next frontier in diabetes research with the goal of tailoring prevention and treatment approaches and possibly offering a reclassification of the disease.

The symposium was organized around three major sessions. The first session on "Islet Biology in Health and Diabetes" highlighted research progress in understanding the biology of islets, the clusters of insulin-producing β (beta) cells and other cell types found in the pancreas. Scientists discussed research to elucidate how islet function is influenced by its neighboring cells in the pancreas; to engineer functional islets in the laboratory as a potential diabetes therapy or cure; and to understand how various types of stress influence the health and function of β cells.

A second session on "Heterogeneity of Diabetic Phenotypes Before and After Diagnosis—Impact on Management and Treatment" probed how diabetes varies in different individuals and the need to move away from a "one-size-fits-all" approach to management. Speakers presented research to characterize the heterogeneity in common and rare forms of diabetes; this led into discussions of efforts and ideas to bring precision medicine—designed to provide the most appropriate treatment to an individual based on genetic, metabolic, physiologic, and phenotypic factors—to diabetes in the third and final session “Precision Medicine in Diabetes.”

Understanding the heterogeneity of diabetes paves the way for new approaches to prevention and treatment, helps fulfill the promise of precision medicine, and is a fitting extension of the research stemming from the seminal discovery of insulin. The NIDDK and the scientific community have made great progress in diabetes research, but the work is not done. As the century since the discovery of insulin comes to a close, the NIDDK will continue working toward finding prevention methods, better treatments and, one day, a cure for all types of diabetes.
A nationwide, NIDDK-funded study will seek to discover the cause of several unusual forms of diabetes. For years, doctors and researchers have been stymied by cases of diabetes that differ from known types. Through research efforts at 20 U.S. research institutions, the Rare and Atypical Diabetes Network (RADIANT) aims to discover new forms of diabetes, understand what makes them different, and identify their causes.

A person with atypical diabetes may be diagnosed and treated for type 1 or type 2 diabetes, but not have a history or signs consistent with their diagnosis. For example, they may be diagnosed and treated for type 2 diabetes but may not have any of the typical risk factors for this diagnosis, such as being overweight, having a family history of diabetes, or being diagnosed as an adult. Alternately, a person with atypical diabetes may respond differently than expected to the standard diabetes treatments. For these reasons, diabetes management can be extremely frustrating for people with atypical forms of the disease.

RADIANT therefore provides these individuals hope for a treatment that better supports their health. Study scientists plan to screen about 2,000 people with such unknown or atypical forms of the disease. RADIANT researchers will collect detailed health information from participants using questionnaires, physical exams, genetic sequencing, and other tests. People found to have unknown forms of diabetes may receive additional testing. Some participant family members may also be invited to take part in the study. These efforts will help provide a comprehensive description of the genetic and clinical characteristics of rare forms of diabetes, and underscore diabetes as a disease with many forms. Ultimately, the data may provide a framework to establish new diagnostic criteria for diabetes, find new markers for screening, or identify drug targets for new therapies that could ultimately bring precision medicine to diabetes.

The study opened recruitment on September 30, 2020, for people with atypical diabetes or a form of diabetes that seems different from known types of diabetes. RADIANT may one day provide critical understanding of the spectrum of diabetes and improve lives of people with rare forms of the disease and of everyone who cares for them.

Visit www.atypicaldiabetesnetwork.org for more information on the study and how to join.
The Diabetic Foot Consortium

Funded by the NIDDK, leading U.S. research institutions have launched the first-ever multi-center network to study diabetic foot ulcers, a common and burdensome complication of diabetes and the leading cause of lower limb amputations in the United States. Up to 34 percent of people with diabetes will develop a foot ulcer in their lifetime, and half of foot ulcers become infected. Each year, about 100,000 Americans with diabetes will lose part of a lower limb because a foot ulcer becomes infected or does not heal. People with diabetic foot ulcers must manage careful at-home foot care over a long time to avoid infection until the wound heals. The Diabetic Foot Consortium (DFC) aims to lay the foundation for a clinical trial network that will address a major research gap to find ways to treat diabetic foot ulcers effectively and to prevent the risk of complicated infections and potential amputation among the more than 34 million American adults with diabetes. The DFC consists of clinical research sites that recruit patients who are undergoing foot ulcer treatment or follow-up care.

The first studies are focusing on finding biological clues, called biomarkers, that can guide treatment in people with diabetic foot ulcers and predict how the ulcer will heal or the likelihood of it returning. For example, a study led by the Indiana University School of Medicine is testing whether body fluid leaking through the skin on a newly healed ulcer can predict the likelihood of its recurrence. The DFC is also photographing the ulcers, collecting wound fluid, blood, urine, and the medical histories of patients with diabetic foot ulcers when they first come to the clinic and during their treatment. These biological samples and information will be available for future research studies to understand diabetic wound healing. An advantage of a consortium such as the DFC is the collaboration among leading investigators in the field of diabetic wound healing and clinical research, working together to participate in the same clinical study. In addition, the DFC will build a roadmap and framework that will provide an opportunity for researchers to follow up on interesting leads or pursue new studies.

For people with diabetes, foot ulcers can be complex and difficult to manage and can lead to devastating amputations. They affect quality of life and cost the United States up to $13 billion a year in care. Major obstacles to progress in the field are the diversity of wounds and complexity of causes. Finding biological clues from these ulcers to help tailor treatment to the individual will provide much-needed relief and could prevent future diabetic foot injuries.
Making Extraordinary Contributions to Type 1 Diabetes Prevention Research

To achieve the goals of preventing, treating, and curing type 1 diabetes, it is imperative to understand the causes of this autoimmune disease. There has been tremendous research progress in understanding genetic contributors to type 1 diabetes. However, genes do not tell the whole story. Intriguingly, not everyone with high-risk genes develops type 1 diabetes, and most people with type 1 diabetes do not have a family history of the disease. Thus, it is believed that environmental factors represent another important piece of the complex type 1 diabetes puzzle. In some people genetically predisposed to the disease, a “triggering” environmental agent may prompt the body's immune system to destroy the insulin-producing cells in the pancreas, leading to type 1 diabetes. Research to uncover possible environmental triggers of type 1 diabetes and other autoimmune diseases is underway in the NIDDK's long-standing The Environmental Determinants of Diabetes in the Young (TEDDY) study. The dedicated contributions of over 6,000 families who enrolled their newborns in TEDDY have made the study possible. (See inset for the story of a family participating in TEDDY.)

Recognizing the importance of investigating environmental factors that trigger or protect against type 1 diabetes in genetically susceptible children, the NIDDK—with support from the Special Statutory Funding Program for Type 1 Diabetes Research—began the TEDDY study in 2002. Since then, TEDDY has been providing a coordinated and multidisciplinary approach to investigating the possible environmental causes of type 1 diabetes.

TEDDY—AN EXTRAORDINARY COMMITMENT FROM CHILDREN AND FAMILIES

The ongoing TEDDY study is an international, long-term, ambitious effort involving many investigators and other study personnel at six research centers and a data coordinating center. During enrollment, researchers needed to screen about 425,000 newborns to find infants with genes that predicted an increased risk of type 1 diabetes. The researchers screened newborns who had a parent or sibling with type 1 diabetes (for the “first-degree relative” group), as well as newborns who did not (for the “general population” group). Since then, the scientists have been following over 6,000 of those high-risk children from birth until age 15. These “TEDDY children” are routinely monitored for the development of autoantibodies (proteins in the blood that are early markers of the autoimmune attack in type 1 diabetes) and type 1 diabetes.

The TEDDY study requires an extraordinary commitment from the participating children and their families, and provides for a comprehensive assessment over many years. As such, for 15 years, families are asked to provide regular information on their child's diet, illnesses, vaccinations, and psychosocial stresses.

STUDYING ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS INVOLVED IN TYPE 1 DIABETES

Environmental factors that may trigger type 1 diabetes in those at genetic risk include dietary components, environmental toxins, infectious agents, stress, or other factors. Finding these factors is like looking for a needle in a haystack, as people are exposed to large numbers of environmental influences each day. However, identifying these factors is critical to designing new prevention approaches. For example, if a dietary factor is found to play a role in type 1 diabetes onset, or shown to decrease the risk for the disease, then modifying one's diet could be recommended.
They are also asked to visit the TEDDY clinic at regular intervals—every 3 or 6 months depending on the child’s age and autoantibody status—where the scientists draw the child’s blood, collect urine, take other measurements (e.g., weight and height), and interview parents about the child’s life events. The parents also collect other biological samples at home, such as regular stool samples. Over the course of the study, the families have contributed over 3 million samples. The hope is that this treasure trove of information will enable scientists to find that needle in a haystack—environmental factors that could trigger or protect against type 1 diabetes.

TEDDY is also studying environmental triggers of other autoimmune diseases in addition to type 1 diabetes. For example, type 1 diabetes shares many risk genes with celiac disease—an autoimmune disease where the immune system responds abnormally to dietary gluten. TEDDY begins testing children for blood markers of celiac disease at age 2 and annually thereafter, so the TEDDY children are regularly monitored for both celiac disease and type 1 diabetes while researchers look for environmental triggers of both diseases.

NEW INSIGHTS EMERGING FROM TEDDY

The TEDDY study is still ongoing, but important data has already been obtained and participating children have already benefitted. For example, undiagnosed type 1 diabetes can result in a condition called diabetic ketoacidosis, a potentially fatal acute complication. TEDDY researchers demonstrated that children who develop type 1 diabetes while in TEDDY are diagnosed earlier and have lower rates of diabetic ketoacidosis compared to children diagnosed with type 1 diabetes outside of TEDDY. This earlier diagnosis is due to TEDDY’s close follow-up of children, the heightened awareness of onset of diabetes, and the education the study provides to families about diabetes risk.

Additionally, TEDDY scientists have already started analyzing the precious samples provided by TEDDY families, using sophisticated “-omics” technologies to examine the gene activity, proteins, and metabolites in cells. They are also analyzing the microbes in the children’s gut (i.e., the gut microbiome), which have been shown to be associated with metabolism, and have reported some intriguing results about how environmental factors affect the gut microbiome as children age. For example, they identified three distinct phases of gut microbiome development: a developmental phase (3 to 14 months of age), a transitional phase (15 to 30 months of age) when the microbiome diversifies, and a stable phase (31 to 46 months of age) when the microbiome’s composition is largely established. Through these and other analyses, TEDDY is expanding our understanding of child development and the human microbiome.

Knowledge already gained from TEDDY—and new findings expected in the future—would not be possible without the unwavering and long-term dedication of the TEDDY children and their families, as well as TEDDY researchers. With continued research, TEDDY’s goal is to revolutionize our ability to prevent type 1 diabetes and potentially other autoimmune diseases.
JENAE’S AND KATELYN’S STORY

Jenae and her husband, Rod, first heard of The Environmental Determinants of Diabetes in the Young (TEDDY) study when their second-born daughter, Katelyn, was only a few hours old. They were unfamiliar with type 1 diabetes when they agreed to have their newborn’s blood tested in the hospital as part of TEDDY and found out that she had genes that increased her risk for developing the disease. TEDDY is examining environmental factors that trigger or protect against type 1 diabetes in genetically susceptible children—those with a family history and those without—so the TEDDY researchers invited the family to join the study. Katelyn was eligible to enroll as part of the “general population” group because she had high-risk genes but did not have a family history of type 1 diabetes.

The invitation to join TEDDY was a big ask: requesting that a family without a personal connection to type 1 diabetes enroll their newborn in a 15-year study that would require a lot of work but could help identify ways to prevent this disease. Because most people with type 1 diabetes do not have a family history of the disease, it was critical to include children like Katelyn in TEDDY. Even though it was a huge commitment, Jenae says, “It really didn’t take us long to make the decision [to enroll]. We just felt like ... we can be helpful, and if she ever gets diabetes, they’re going to find it faster. We felt, actually, almost more safe about being involved.” They did not know that their decision would have a profound impact on the health of Katelyn, now 12 years old, and on the family’s lives.

KATELYN’S EARLY YEARS IN TEDDY

With Katelyn enrolled in TEDDY, the family started following the demanding protocol. “The first few years of her life, all I remember is poop,” Jenae says with a laugh, referring to the fact that they had to collect monthly stool samples until Katelyn was 4 years old and then every 3 months until she was 10 years old as part of the study. They also visited the TEDDY clinic in Seattle, Washington, every 3 months until Katelyn was 4 years old and then every 6 months thereafter. Jenae shares that it was difficult watching Katelyn have her blood drawn at these visits, but they knew that the blood samples enabled the scientists to test if Katelyn had early markers (autoantibodies) of the autoimmune attack in type 1 diabetes.

Another challenging part of the protocol was when Katelyn started eating solid food and Jenae and Rod had to track everything that Katelyn ate and drank over a 3-day period before study visits. “The first 3 years weren’t that bad because as a toddler and baby, you control all of that [food] environment.... It got a little bit trickier as she got older and was in school,” Jenae

Regarding participating in a clinical study, Jenae’s advice to others is: “Do not be afraid to take on things like this. The work is worth it.... It’s empowering.”

Katelyn (front right) pictured with her father Rod, mother Jenae, and sister Madison
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Explains, discussing how they had to adjust the food log if Katelyn did not eat all her packed school lunch.

“We just felt like ... we can be helpful, and if she ever gets diabetes, they're going to find it faster,” says Jenae, talking about why she and her husband enrolled their daughter, Katelyn, in the TEDDY study.

Even during those busy early years, the family took everything in stride. “It really has not been a difficult thing,” Jenae shares. “[TEDDY] has been brilliant this whole time. They make it very easy. ... They are very friendly and engaging.” Jenae also got personal satisfaction out of their hard work: “I felt scientific, like I was part of research. There was something fulfilling in that.”

A DIAGNOSIS OF CELIAC DISEASE

Things drastically changed for the family when Katelyn was 3 years old. In addition to screening for type 1 diabetes, TEDDY also screens children for celiac disease—an autoimmune disease that is triggered by eating foods containing gluten and that shares the same risk genes as type 1 diabetes. Although Katelyn tested negative at her 2-year-old screening, Jenae reports that, “She scored off the chart” for celiac disease autoantibodies at her 3-year-old screening. Their personal doctor then diagnosed Katelyn with celiac disease after a blood test and a biopsy of her small intestine—the organ that is damaged by gluten consumption in people with celiac disease.

Looking back, Jenae recognizes that Katelyn was having some symptoms of celiac disease at the time of her diagnosis, but the symptoms were indistinguishable from common toddler behaviors and thus did not raise a red flag. For example, like many young children, Katelyn would say she was hungry but then not eat. Jenae says that it was only because of TEDDY that Katelyn’s celiac disease was promptly diagnosed. “Every day, I am unbelievably grateful for TEDDY ... and that we knew [about the celiac disease] and we were immediately able to change course.”

However, changing course to implement a gluten-free diet was extremely difficult. “It was really life-altering,” Jenae recalls, “I remember standing in my kitchen and crying. I didn't know what was going to poison her,” referring to the small intestine damage that results when people with celiac disease eat gluten. A particular challenge came shortly after Katelyn was diagnosed and the family had to live in a hotel for 6 weeks after a kitchen fire in their home. Jenae and Rod quickly had to learn how to advocate for their daughter at restaurants to ensure that the food was gluten-free. Even with such challenges and the incredible amount of work that Jenae and her husband have had to do to navigate the complexities of celiac disease, she focuses on the positives: “That Katelyn was healthy and that TEDDY had caught [celiac disease] so early so that we would be able to keep her safe.” Her advice to other parents of children with celiac disease is not to be afraid to advocate for your child and to ask for help, such as through support groups that Jenae says have been very helpful to her.

For Katelyn, the hardest part of having celiac disease is feeling left out—like when kids are eating food that she cannot eat. This was especially striking to Jenae after one of Katelyn’s basketball games about 5 years ago—Katelyn was hiding her gluten-free snacks from her teammates. “My heart sank, and I thought: ‘This is ridiculous. People should be able to have ... amazing gluten-free food that everybody could eat.’” That was a major reason why, in 2016, Jenae decided to quit her job in banking and open a gluten-free bakery out of her home. Because she has worked so hard to make her gluten-free baked goods taste like gluten-containing foods, her bakery has been a huge success. She is thrilled to see people’s joy when they have delicious birthday and wedding cakes that look and taste just like cakes they may have had before their celiac diagnosis. She loves that adults and children alike do not feel left out because of their...
celiac disease. Jenae adds that providing gluten-free wedding cakes brings her much happiness by greatly reducing her clients’ stress on their wedding day and, importantly, improving the lives of people with celiac disease—the reason she started the bakery in the first place. Not only is Jenae bringing joy to her clients, she is also serving as a great entrepreneurial role model for Katelyn and her older sister, Madison.

TEDDY TODAY—AND IN THE FUTURE

Today, Katelyn remains an active TEDDY participant, with the family’s contributions mostly involving study visits twice a year. Jenae happily reports: “She’s still negative for [type 1 diabetes] antibodies—yay!” Katelyn says that her favorite part of TEDDY is getting prizes at study visits, while the “pokes” (blood draws) are the hardest part. For the pokes, TEDDY staff give her things like a lollipop to distract her from the needle stick pain. “They do such a fabulous job of making it a kid-friendly experience,” says Jenae. Katelyn also loves the TEDDY staff, many of whom have been working with them from day 1. “It feels like we’re part of a big community,” Jenae states. When asked if she would enroll in TEDDY again, Jenae enthusiastically says: “Yes!” Her advice to others is: “Do not to be afraid to take on things like this. The work is worth it…. It’s empowering.”

“Every day, I am unbelievably grateful for TEDDY,” says Jenae, talking about how TEDDY facilitated her daughter’s diagnosis of celiac disease.

Katelyn, who loves camping, video games, playing guitar, hanging out with friends, and cheering on her beloved Seattle sports teams, will age out of TEDDY at 15 years old and will no longer be monitored for type 1 diabetes autoantibodies. Jenae admits that she is a little worried about the coming transition, as the regular monitoring has been a great comfort to the family, but she also adds: “It is fascinating to see how much is being discovered, and to be a tiny little piece of sand in that feels great.”

When asked how she would feel if TEDDY found ways to prevent type 1 diabetes and celiac disease because of her participation, Katelyn’s response is, “Cool.”

Very few people could say that they have been active participants in a research study since birth—what an incredible legacy for Katelyn, her proud parents, and the other TEDDY participants.
Contributing to Research on Type 2 Diabetes in Youth

Once considered an adult-onset disease, type 2 diabetes is increasingly diagnosed in children and adolescents—especially in racial and ethnic minority populations—largely as a consequence of the increase in childhood obesity. To address the rising trend of type 2 diabetes in young people and develop better treatment strategies, the NIDDK launched the multi-center trial Treatment Options for Type 2 Diabetes in Adolescents and Youth (TODAY) in 2004. It was the first NIDDK-sponsored trial to focus on this challenging problem. The TODAY trial compared 3 treatment options for type 2 diabetes in children and teens in 15 medical centers and their affiliated sites across the United States to identify the best therapeutic strategies to combat this disease in young people. At the conclusion of the TODAY clinical research trial in 2012, participants were transitioned to an observational follow-up study, TODAY2, to assess diabetes complications. Through the TODAY and TODAY2 studies, NIDDK-supported scientists, together with hundreds of research participants, aimed to change the health trajectory of at-risk youth and positively impact the course of young people’s lives. (See inset for the story of a TODAY participant.)

A RISING TREND: TYPE 2 DIABETES IN YOUTH

More than 34 million Americans—just over 1 in 10—have diabetes. It is the main cause of kidney failure, lower limb amputations, and new-onset blindness in adults, and is a major cause of heart disease and stroke. In diabetes, the body cannot keep blood sugar (glucose) levels from getting too high. Normally, the hormone insulin, which is made by the pancreas, acts in the tissues of the body (e.g., muscle) to promote absorption of sugar from the blood for use as fuel. In some people, their bodies become resistant to insulin, requiring the pancreas to produce more of the hormone to keep blood sugar at a healthy level. Type 2 diabetes develops when the pancreas loses its capacity to produce enough insulin to compensate for insulin resistance.

The number of people with diabetes has risen dramatically during the last 30 years. Importantly, type 2 diabetes, which previously only affected older adults, has been rising in youth 10 to 19 years of age. The most recent data show that the growing number of young people with type 2 diabetes stems from rising incidence among racial and ethnic minority groups. Type 2 diabetes in both adults and youth is closely linked to having overweight/obesity, being inactive, and having a family history of diabetes.

IMPLICATIONS OF EARLY ONSET TYPE 2 DIABETES

The longer a person has diabetes, the greater the chances of serious damage to the eyes, nerves, heart, kidneys, and blood vessels. This aspect of diabetes makes the growing burden of type 2 diabetes in children particularly alarming, as children with this diagnosis have a greater chance of developing medical complications during their lifetimes. Prevention of type 2 diabetes in youth is therefore a key public health goal. However, optimizing type 2 diabetes treatment options is equally critical to stall the onset of complications in children who already have the disease. Given the physiological changes that occur during adolescence, it is unclear whether treatments found to be effective for controlling diabetes in adults will work as well in youth.

THE TODAY TRIAL

The TODAY trial tested how well 3 treatment approaches controlled blood sugar levels in ethnically
and racially diverse youth who were 10 to 17 years of age, had overweight or obesity, and had been diagnosed with type 2 diabetes no more than 2 years before enrollment in the study. All participants received metformin, the first-line drug of choice among adults with type 2 diabetes and the only oral diabetes medication approved for use in children. Participants were randomly assigned to receive metformin alone; metformin plus another diabetes drug, rosiglitazone; or metformin plus a program of intensive lifestyle changes aimed at helping participants lose weight and increase physical activity.

Results showed that metformin alone failed to control blood sugar in 51.7 percent of participants, and metformin plus the lifestyle intervention failed 46.6 percent of the time. Although blood sugar levels remained healthier, on average, in participants who received both metformin and rosiglitazone than in the other groups, the two-drug combination still failed an alarmingly high 38.6 percent of the time over the course of the study.

To better understand the way the disease progressed in youth in the three TODAY treatment groups, study scientists analyzed changes in participants’ insulin resistance and capacity for pancreatic insulin production over the course of the trial. They found that average insulin sensitivity gradually worsened for the metformin and metformin plus lifestyle groups, while for the metformin plus rosiglitazone group it improved significantly in the first 6 months of the trial, but later gradually fell back to initial levels. Thus, at the end of the trial, average insulin sensitivity among those youth getting both medicines was about where it began, but it had worsened among those receiving just metformin or metformin plus lifestyle.

In contrast, insulin-production capacity fell similarly in all three groups. Importantly, TODAY scientists found that in all the treatment groups, the participants with the poorest blood sugar regulation and insulin production at the beginning of the trial were the ones most likely to have higher than recommended blood sugar levels when the study ended. This points to the importance of beginning treatment for pediatric type 2 diabetes before significant loss of insulin production capacity occurs and the body can no longer control blood sugar levels sufficiently. TODAY demonstrated that the development of insulin resistance and the deterioration of insulin-producing beta cell function progress more rapidly in youth-onset type 2 diabetes than in adult-onset diabetes.

THE TODAY2 FOLLOW-UP STUDY

After completion of the TODAY study, participants were transitioned to treatment with metformin and/or insulin and enrolled in TODAY2, an observational follow-up. (In 2010, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration significantly restricted use of rosiglitazone for the treatment of type 2 diabetes due to increased risk of cardiovascular events.) Study scientists assessed participants for high blood pressure, elevated blood lipid levels, and early signs of diabetic kidney disease or nerve disease annually; eye (retina) health was assessed twice. In 2020, the 500 TODAY participants who enrolled in TODAY2 were on average 27 years old with diabetes duration of 13 years. Over the course of the studies, about 67.5 percent of participants developed high blood pressure and 51.6 percent developed elevated blood lipids. Diabetic kidney disease occurred in 54.8 percent and nerve disease in 32.4 percent of participants. The prevalence of retinal disease increased from 13.7 percent to 51.0 percent over 7 years, including more advanced stages. Sixty percent had at least one complication. Although these are staggering statistics, these studies have been instrumental in furthering our understanding of type 2 diabetes in children and adolescents.

THE PROMISE OF FUTURE RESEARCH

The TODAY and TODAY2 studies had several strengths, including a large cohort of youth-onset type 2 diabetes participants and up to 15 years of prospective, comprehensive, and rigorous assessment. In addition, the cohort’s diversity is representative of the general U.S. population with youth-onset type 2
diabetes. The studies indicate that more research is needed to develop effective strategies to prevent and treat this disease in vulnerable young people. Understanding what makes type 2 diabetes more difficult to treat in youth is critical to combatting the disease when it occurs in young people and preventing them from developing complications that often exact a heavy burden.

KATHRINE’S STORY

Thirty-year-old Kathrine works for a non-profit organization whose mission is to create opportunities for people to live in affordable homes, improve lives, and strengthen communities. She grew up in Cleveland under the guardianship of her grandparents. Kathrine’s grandparents both have type 2 diabetes, and as a child she was used to seeing them treat themselves with medication. She describes herself as having been an overweight child, but nonetheless very active. “I never felt limited by my physical health,” she says.

However, her grandmother noticed that Kathrine appeared thirstier and more tired than normal and recognized there might be a problem. So, she took Kathrine to the hospital to have her tested—she was diagnosed with type 2 diabetes at age 11. Shortly thereafter, Kathrine and her family were informed of a new clinical trial that was about to begin that would test treatment approaches for type 2 diabetes in youth—the Treatment Options for Type 2 Diabetes in Adolescents and Youth (TODAY) study. As it turned out, a study site was located at Rainbow Babies & Children’s Hospital right there in Cleveland. “These medical problems happen more often in marginalized communities because we experience the health care system differently. If my grandparents hadn’t been paying attention, I could have become another statistic,” says Kathrine, explaining how her grandparents noticed she was having diabetes symptoms at age 11.

The doctors and nurses involved in the study explained to Kathrine that she could make lifestyle changes such as incorporating healthy eating habits and increasing her physical activity to help control her blood sugar. This was appealing to her because she knew she did not want the burden of being dependent upon injected insulin to control her blood sugar. She thought the lifestyle changes would be helpful to achieving her many goals in life, including attending a prestigious private high school and going to college.

Kathrine was determined to take these measures to regain control of her own health, a resolution strengthened by meeting her TODAY lifestyle coach—a Black woman who happened to be from the same neighborhood in Cleveland. “I knew this was going to change my life because I have this Black woman I can relate to, looking out for me.” Her coach turned her on to cooking; Kathrine had never cooked healthy foods before, and she grew to enjoy...
Learning new skills in the kitchen, Kathrine was well on her way to improving her health. She lost 15 pounds and saw her blood sugar levels improve. “So much of the education I got from TODAY was about nutrition and that I can make the choice to eat well.”

“I knew this was going to change my life,” says Kathrine about meeting her TODAY lifestyle coach—a Black woman from her local Cleveland neighborhood.

After graduating from an elite private high school in Cleveland, Kathrine was accepted into and attended a university in Atlanta. The TODAY study team ensured she would have continuity of care in the trial and arranged for quarterly visits in Cleveland. As for many college students, Kathrine faced challenges during this time. She was no longer able to cook for herself in this setting—grabbing a bag of chips on the go was cheap and easy. There were also the additional stressors of college studies. Her weight fluctuated and her blood sugar spiked. Kathrine realized that she was neglecting her health during this time and needed to regain control. “Twenty-year-old me didn’t realize that this is a journey, not a destination,” she recalls.

Kathrine graduated with degrees in psychology and sociology and continued in the TODAY2 follow-up study. She returned for a time to Cleveland to work in grassroots community development, establishing farmers’ markets and community gardens in the neighborhood where she grew up, before ultimately returning to Atlanta for work and to pursue graduate studies. Through the years, Kathrine has relied upon the lifestyle education she received in the TODAY study to help guide her choices. She joined a running club, runs several miles per day now, and cooks healthful meals for herself daily. Today, Kathrine maintains a healthy weight and, quite impressively, her blood sugar levels are below that of even being considered to have prediabetes. This, along with the fact that she no longer requires diabetes medication, is a testament to her incredible determination and dedication. This past August, Kathrine received her master’s degree in communications and public policy, and she’s excited to continue her career in community development and confident her future is bright and healthy.

Reflecting upon her experience in the TODAY study, Kathrine expresses extreme gratitude. She says the study team watched her grow up, tracked her progress, and provided continuity of care. “TODAY didn’t complete me. It complemented me. It gave me the tools to be a better me.”

Reflecting upon her experience in the TODAY trial, Kathrine expresses extreme gratitude: “TODAY didn’t complete me. It complemented me. It gave me the tools to be a better me.”

Diabetes does not define Kathrine. She knows now that she is in control of her own health. She’s not Kathrine, the person with diabetes. She is Kathrine, the student, the professional, the runner, the home cook, the community activist—who happens to be managing risk for type 2 diabetes. She exclaims proudly: “I am not one thing. I am everything!”